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	 Last spring, when we experienced “Stay at Home” orders and the total shutdown of just 
about everything, the word that was often used to describe it all was “unprecedented.”  Certainly 
an appropriate word given we had never experienced such things in our lifetimes.

This fall, the word that keeps coming to my mind  is “weird.”  Walking into an occupied 
school building with students in attendance, there is an eerie silence and calm.  Usually, you can 
feel electricity in the air and the building feels alive.  With smaller numbers in classrooms, it is 
hardly noticeable that the building is occupied.  Looking into classrooms, you see small numbers 
of students wearing masks and spaced apart.  Weird.

Cafeterias, which are usually epicenters of student socialization, are closed and quiet.  
Bagged lunches are delivered to classrooms twice a day at the end of each session for students to 
take home while students who work 100% online pick up lunches once a day.  Weird.

For the last 40 years, I’ve attended almost every home football game in our stadium 
going back to the time of wooden bleachers and a cinder track.  I always felt that a home football 
game was the most visible manifestation of our core value of Community.  Usually, a couple 
thousand people are present representing many of the stakeholders of our school district:  
parents, students, school personnel and community members.  Some in attendance have been 
attending games for decades.  This year, I did not attend the first couple of home games because 
attendance was restricted and I did not want to take a seat from a parent.  But last week, with 
capacity expanded, I did attend.  Walking into the stadium I saw people spaced out, players and 
coaches on the sidelines wearing masks and a dark concession stand. The band sat in the end 
zone for additional spacing.  Very weird.  However, with the allowance for more spectators, we 
were able to do the usual half-time homecoming ceremony for the Homecoming Coronation to 
the limited crowd.

Saturday of Homecoming weekend is usually dedicated to a dance which students greatly 
anticipate.  On Saturday, in an attempt to provide a safe alternative, the Student Council came up 
with an idea which I call a “reverse parade.”  The band, cheerleaders, homecoming court and all 
fall sports teams were standing along “the route” forming a “U” on the two driveways and back 
parking lot of our main campus.  The idea was for parents and community members, who would 
normally view a parade as units passing by, to drive past the units as a show of support for our 
students.

With all the uncertainly about gathering capacities and many other challenges faced, the 
idea solidified just 10 days before the event.  A call went out to local businesses to provide any 
promotional materials to be distributed at the event.  True to the spirit of community, many 
businesses quickly responded and donated approximately $5,000 worth of goods to distribute.  

At the annual Homecoming game, we have a tent for alumni and offer a free hot dog, 
water and bag of chips.   We decided this would be the place for that this year but offered the 
lunch to anyone who drove through with Deiss & Halmi Engineering of Edinboro sponsoring the 
lunch.

I honestly questioned whether many people would come.  Since it was put together rather 
late and in the middle of a Saturday afternoon, I thought attendance was questionable.  When the 
weather forecast predicted what would likely be our final warm Saturday of the season, I was 
really skeptical.

I should have known better to doubt because we have an amazing community.   True to 
form, our community turned out to support our students in large numbers.  We estimate 400 
people were in the steady stream of cars that passed by for two hours.  The students had a great 
time and have some super memories to carry with them.
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While the event was not the norm, it certainly was a great alternative – not weird at all.


